Dear King George,

I don't think you are treating us fairly. I don't think that it is fair that we have to pay taxes on all of our imports, we don't want to pay taxes on all of our imports because we already have to pay for the imports. And now on top of that, we have to pay even more money. You also taxed us on printed documents. And you didn't ask us if we are opinion about the taxes.
The British Government got money out of it and we didn't get anything. If a soldier came to our door, we would have to give them food and a place to sleep. I don't think we should do that because they went here to protect us. I don't think the tax act is fair because it allows a British company to sell tea at a lower price than the colonists. You won't let us ship goods from the harbor. I don't think that's fair because we can't sell anything. A lot of people feel the same way I do, and this needs to stop.

Sincerely,

[signature]